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Abstract—OpenFlow classification needs to satisfy two require-
ments: high speed and fast updates. Although packet classifi-
cation is a well-studied problem, no existing solution satisfies
both requirements. Decision tree methods, such as HyperCuts,
EffiCuts, and SmartSplit can achieve high-speed classification
but not fast updates. The Tuple Space Search (TSS) algorithm
used in Open vSwitch achieves fast updates but not high-speed
classification. In this paper, we propose a hybrid approach,
PartitionSort, that combines the benefits of both TSS and decision
trees achieving both high-speed classification and fast updates.
A key to PartitionSort is our ruleset sortability concept that
provides two key benefits. First, it results in far fewer partitions
than TSS. Second, it allows the use of Multi-dimensional Interval
Trees to achieve logarithmic classification and update time for
each sortable ruleset partition. Our extensive experimental results
show that PartitionSort can classify millions of packets per
second and uses only microseconds to perform a rule update.
In particular, PartitionSort is an order of magnitude faster
than TSS in classifying packets while achieving comparable
update time. PartitionSort is a few orders of magnitude faster
in construction time than SmartSplit, a state-of-the-art decision
tree classifier, while maintaining competitive classification time.
Finally, PartitionSort is scalable to an arbitrary number of fields.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Motivation and Problem Statement

OpenFlow [1] is a standard protocol in Software Defined
Networks that allows a controller to dynamically configure
the behavior of a switch using a list of first-matchng rules.
The core of OpenFlow switches is to classify each incoming
packet according to the decision of the first rule that the
packet matches in a list of multi-dimensional rules. OpenFlow
classification needs to satisfy two requirements: high speed
packet classification as their clients have real-time constraints
and fast updates as OpenFlow rules are often dynamically
changing by controllers. High speed classification is a standard
expectation for any packet classifier. In OpenFlow, fast updates
are critical. Current software Open vSwitch implementations
can handle up to ∼ 42, 000 rule updates/s [2], which requires
the classifier’s worst update time to be less than 10 μs, even
for large rulesets. This rules out any classifier that has even
millisecond update time.

The packet classification problem can be formally defined
as follows. A packet field f is a variable whose domain,
denoted D(f), is a set of nonnegative integers. A rule over
d packet fields f1, f2, · · · , fd can be represented as (s1 ⊆
f1) ∧ (s2 ⊆ f2) ∧ · · · , (sd ⊆ fd) → decision where

Fig. 1. PartitionSort is uniquely competitive with prior art on both
classification time and update time. Its classification time is almost as fast
as SmartSplit and its update time is similar to Tuple Space Search.

each si is an interval in domain D(fi). For example, the
domain of the source IP address field is [0, 232 − 1]. For
source and destination IP address fields, the intervals are
typically specified as prefixes. For example, prefix 192.168.*.*
denotes the range [192.168.0.0, 192.168.255.255]. A packet
p = (p1, p2, · · · , pd) satisfies the above rule if and only if the
condition (p1 ∈ s1)∧(p2 ∈ s2)∧· · · , (pd ∈ sd) holds. A table
R consists of a sequence of n rules 〈r1, r2, · · · , rn〉. Given a
packet p, the packet classification problem is to find the first
rule in 〈r1, r2, · · · , rn〉 that p matches.

B. Limitations of Prior Art

One of the fundamental challenges in packet classification
is to simultaneously achieve high-speed classification and fast
update. Most existing methods such as SmartSplit [3] have
focused on minimizing classification time while sacrificing
update time and memory footprint while some methods like
Tuple Space Search (TSS) [4] have sacrificed classification
time to achieve fast updates. The net result is that the high-
speed classification methods are not competitive on update
time whereas the fast update methods are not competitive on
classification time as shown in Figure 1.

SmartSplit [3] is the state-of-the-art decision tree method as
it builds upon the previous best methods HyperCuts [5], Effi-
Cuts [6], and HyperSplit [7]. SmartSplit achieves high-speed
classification by leveraging the logarithmic search times of
balanced search trees. Unfortunately, no decision tree method
including SmartSplit offers a faster update method other than



reconstructing the tree because an update often requires too
many modifications to the search tree. SmartSplit offers the
fastest construction time for any decision tree method by ana-
lyzing the rules in question and then constructing HyperCuts or
HyperSplit trees based on its analysis. This brings SmartSplit’s
construction time down to a few minutes which is several
orders of magnitude larger than OpenFlow’s requirements
where updates should be completed in microseconds.

TSS [4] used in Open vSwitch [8] is the state-of-the-art
fast update method. TSS achieves fast updates by partitioning
an OpenFlow ruleset into smaller rulesets based on easily
computed rule characteristics so that rules can be quickly
inserted and deleted from hash tables; however, TSS has low
classification speed because the number of partitions is large
and each partition must be searched for every packet.

C. Proposed Approach

Our proposed approach, PartitionSort, introduces the con-
cept of ruleset sortability that allows PartitionSort to unify
the benefits of high-speed decision tree classifiers and the fast-
update TSS classifier to achieve a new classification scheme
that is uniquely competitive with both high-speed classification
methods on classification time and fast update methods on
update time as shown in Figure 1. PartitionSort partitions a
ruleset into a small number of sortable rulesets. We store each
sortable ruleset in a multi-key binary search tree leading to
O(d+log n) classification and update time per sortable ruleset
where d and n are the number of fields and rules, respectively.
The memory requirement is linear in the number of rules.

PartitionSort is a hybrid approach that leverages the best of
decision trees and TSS. Similar to TSS, PartitionSort partitions
the initial ruleset into smaller rulesets that support high-
speed classification and fast updates. Similar to decision tree
methods, PartitionSort achieves high-speed classification for
each partition by using balanced search trees.

D. Technical Challenges and Proposed Solution

We face four key technical challenges in designing our
PartitionSort approach. The first is defining ruleset sortability
for multi-dimensional rules. It is challenging to sort multi-
dimensional rules in a way that helps packet classification. We
address this challenge by describing a necessary requirement
that any useful ordered ruleset must satisfy and then intro-
duce our field order comparison function that progressively
compares multi-dimensional rules one field at a time.

The second technical challenge is designing an efficient
data structure for sortable rulesets that supports high-speed
classification and fast update using only linear space. We
show that our notion of ruleset sortability can be translated
into a multikey set data structure and hence it is possible
to have O(d + log n) search/insert/delete time using a multi-
key balanced binary search tree. We also propose a path
compression optimization to speed up classification time.

The third technical challenge is effectively partitioning a
non-sortable ruleset into as few sortable rulesets as possible.
We address this challenge by a reduction to a new graph

coloring problem with geometric constraint. Then, we develop
a fast offline sortable ruleset partitioning algorithm that runs
in milliseconds.

The fourth challenge is designing an effective online par-
titioning algorithm. This is particularly challenging because
we must not only achieve fast updates but also preserve fast
classification time in the face of multiple updates. We use an
offline ruleset partitioning algorithm as a subroutine to design
a fast online ruleset partitioning algorithm that still achieves
fast classification time.

E. Summary of Experimental Results

We conduct extensive comparisons between PartitionSort
and other methods, in particular TSS and SmartSplit. Our
results show that PartitionSort is uniquely competitive with
both TSS in update time and SmartSplit in classification time.
More specifically, PartitionSort performs updates in 0.65 μs on
average which is comparable to that of TSS while SmartSplit
requires 100s of seconds to reconstruct a classifier. At the same
time, PartitionSort classifies packets in 0.29 μs on average
which is comparable to SmartSplit while TSS requires an order
of magnitude more time. Furthermore, PartitionSort scales
well as the number of fields and rules increases achieving an
observed classification and update time of O(d+log n) where
d is the number of fields and n is the number of rules.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We first
describe related work in Section II. We then define rule-
set sortability in Section III. We then describe an Multi-
dimensional Interval Tree in Section IV, an offline partitioning
scheme in Section V and the full PartitionSort algorithm in
Section VI. We then give our experimental results in Section
VII and conclude the paper in Section VIII.

II. RELATED WORK

We divide previous work on packet classification into four
categories: decision tree methods, partitioning methods, hy-
brid methods that use both decision trees and partitioning,
and TCAM-based methods. Decision-tree methods such as
SmartSplit [3], HiCuts [9], HyperCuts [5], and HyperSplit [7]
recursively partition the packet space into several regions until
the number of rules within each region falls below a predefined
threshold. These methods leverage the logarithmic search time
of decision trees to achieve fast software-based classification.
Their key drawback is that when partitioning, each rule in the
original rule list is copied into a new sublist for each region
that intersects it. It is possible that rules may be replicated into
many regions leading to high memory consumption as well as
slow and complicated updates since each copy must be inserted
or deleted. In contrast, the decision trees in PartitionSort have
no rule replication. Thus, PartitionSort uses linear space and
supports fast updates.

Partitioning methods such as Tuple Space Search [4] and
SAX-PAC [10] work by partitioning the original ruleset into a
collection of smaller rulesets that are each easier to manage.
TSS partitions rules based on tuples which are the patterns of
prefix lengths of each field in a given rule. The specificity



of TSS partitioning is both a strength and weakness. It is
good because the resulting partition can be searched using a
hash function leading to O(d) classification time per partition
and O(d) rule update time. It is bad because it produces a
large number of partitions that need to be searched, resulting
in slow classification time. PartitionSort overcomes this issue
by using a relaxed partitioning constraint that results in far
fewer partitions. In contrast, SAX-PAC uses a more general
partitioning scheme than PartitionSort; specifically, rules fit
within a partition as long as they are non-intersecting. Every
sortable ruleset is non-intersecting, but not vice versa. The
drawback with SAX-PAC is that there is no known fast
classification method for non-intersecting rulesets unless the
number of fields is just two. In contrast, PartitionSort achieves
high-speed and fast-update classification on sortable rulesets
for any number of fields.

A few hybrid methods combining partitioning and deci-
sion trees such as Independent Set [11], EffiCuts [6] and
SmartSplit [3] have been proposed to reduce rule replication
and manage the super-linear space requirements of decision
tree methods. Independent Set develops a weaker partitioning
scheme that also eliminates rule replication. Specifically, they
use only one field to partition rules requiring that rules are
non-overlapping in that field. In contrast, PartitionSort uses
multiple fields to partition rules. Independent Set’s one-field
partitioning scheme creates many more partitions leading to
significantly slower classification time. On the other hand,
EffiCuts and SmartSplit use partitioning schemes based on
observable rule characteristics, but they do not eliminate
rule replication which means rule updating is still complex.
Specifically, EffiCuts and SmartSplit initially place rules into
the same partition if they are small or large in the same fields.
They then produce either a HyperCuts or HyperSplit tree for
each partition. Whereas both methods significantly reduce rule
replication and the super-linear space requirements of decision
trees, neither eliminates rule replication; thus both still suffer
from poor rule update performance. Furthermore, it is unclear
how well these partitioning techniques will scale to OpenFlow
classification with more fields.

Finally, there are many hardware-based TCAM approaches
for packet classification [12]–[19]. TCAM can be used when
the classifiers are small, but TCAM sizes are extremely small
and TCAM consumes lots of power. It is not clear that TCAM-
based classifiers can scale to handle the demands of OpenFlow
Classification. Furthermore, the construction times of the most
compressive TCAM-based approaches, which are required to
deal with the limited sizes, are too large to be used in the
dynamic OpenFlow environment.

III. RULESET SORTABILITY

We must overcome two main challenges in defining sortable
rulesets. The first is that we must define an ordering function
≤ that allows us to order rules which are d-dimensional
hypercubes. Consider the two boxes r1 and r4 in Figure 2;
one might argue that r1 ≤ r4 since r1’s projection in the X
dimension is smaller than r4’s projection in the X dimension;

however, one could also argue that r4 ≤ r1 because r4’s
projection in the Y dimension is smaller than r1’s projection
in the Y dimension. The second is that ≤ must be useful for
packet classification purposes. Specifically, suppose ≤ defines
a total ordering on rules r1 through rn and we are trying
to classify packet p. If we compare packet p to rule ri and
determine that p > ri, then packet p can only match some
rule among rules ri+1 through rn. That is, packet p must not
be able to match any of rules r1 through ri.

Fig. 2. Example of ordered ruleset with ≤xy

A. Field Order Comparison Function

We propose the following field order comparison function
for sorting rules. The intuition comes from the fact that sorting
one-dimensional rules is straightforward. The basic idea is that
we choose a field order (permutation) �f and then compare
two rules by comparing their projections in the current field
until we can resolve the comparison. Continuing the example
from above, if we choose field order XY , then r1 ≤XY r4
because [1, 3], r1’s projection in field X , is smaller than [5, 7],
r4’s projection in field X . A more interesting example is that
r4 ≤XY r2 because their projections in field X are both [5, 7]
which forces us to resolve their ordering using their projections
in field Y .

We now formally define our field order comparison func-
tion. We first define some notation given a field order �f . Let
�fi denote the ith field of �f . For any rule r, let �fi(r) denote
the projection of r in �fi, and let �f i(r) denote the projection
of r into the first i fields of �f .

We now define how to compare two intervals using �f .
For any two intervals i1 = [min(i1),max(i1)] and i2 =
[min(i2),max(i2)], we say that i1 < i2 if max(i1) <
min(i2). We say that two intervals are not comparable, i1 ‖ i2,
if they overlap but are not equal. Together, this defines a
partial ordering on intervals. To illustrate, [1, 3] < [4, 5], but
[1, 3] ‖ [3, 5] as they overlap at point 3.

We define the field order comparison function ≤�f
based on

field order �f as follows.

Definition 1 (Field Order Comparison). Consider two rules
s and t and a field order �f . If �f1(s) ‖ �f1(t), then s ‖�f

t.



If �f1(s) < �f1(t), then s <�f
t. If �f1(s) > �f1(t), then

s >�f
t. Otherwise, �f1(s) = �f1(t). If �f contains only one

field, then s =�f
t. Otherwise, the relationship between s and

t is determined by �f ′ = �f \ �f1. That is, we eliminate the first
field and recursively compare s and t starting with field �f2
which is �f ′

1.

To simplify notation, we often use the field order �f to denote
its associated field order comparison function ≤�f

.
For example, consider again the rectangles in Figure 2 and

�f = XY . We have r1 ≤XY r2 since X(r1) < X(r2) and X
is the first field, and we have r3 ≤XY r1 because X(r3) =
X(r1) and Y (r3) ≤ Y (r1). The set of 5 rectangles are totally
ordered by XY ; that is, r3 <XY r1 <XY R4 <XY r2 <XY

r5. On the other hand, the set of 5 rectangles are not totally
ordered by Y X because r4 ‖Y X r5.

We now define sortable rulesets.

Definition 2 (Sortable Ruleset). A ruleset R is sortable if and
only if there exists a field order �f such that R is totally ordered
by �f .

B. Usefulness for Packet Classification

We now prove that our field order comparison function is
useful for packet classification. We first must define how to
compare a packet p to a rule r. Using the same comparison
function does not work because we want p to match r if the
point defined by p is contained within the hypercube defined
by r, but ≤f would say p ‖�f

r in this scenario. We thus define
the following modified comparison function for comparing a
packet p with a rule r using field order �f .

Definition 3 (Packet Field Order Comparison). If �f1(p) <
min(�f1(r)), then p <�f

r. If �f1(p) > max(�f1(r)), then p >�f
r.

If �f contains only one field, then p matches r. Otherwise, the
relationship between p and r is determined by �f ′ = �f \ �f1.

Lemma 1. Let n d-dimensional rules r1 through rn be totally
ordered by field order �f , and let p be a d-dimensional packet.
For any 2 ≤ i ≤ n, if p >�f

ri, then p >�f
rj for 1 ≤ j < i.

Likewise, for any 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1, if p <�f
ri, then p <�f

rj for
i < j ≤ n.

Proof Sketch We discuss only the first case where p >�f
ri

as the other case is identical by symmetry. Consider any
packet p and rules ri and rj where p >�f

ri and ri >�f
rj .

Applying Definitions 1 and 3, we can prove that transitivity
holds and p >�f

rj .

IV. MULTI-DIMENSIONAL INTERVAL TREE (MITREE)

We describe an efficient data structure called Multi-
dimensional Interval Tree (MITree) for representing a sortable
ruleset given field order �f . In particular, we show that MITrees
achieve O(d+ log n) time for search, insertion, and deletion;
we refer to this as O(d+ log n) dynamic time.

An obvious (and naive) approach is to store an entire rule
for each node and construct a balanced binary search tree

because the rules are totally ordered by field order �f . The
running time is clearly O(d log n) because the height of a
balanced tree is O(log n) and each comparison requires O(d)
time. The problem is this running time is not scalable to higher
dimensions. Figure 3 shows an example sortable ruleset with
its corresponding naive binary search tree.

Fig. 3. A sortable ruleset with 7 rules and 3 fields, field order �f = XY Z,
and the corresponding simple binary search tree where each node contains d
fields.

We can speed up the naive approach by a factor of d by
using one field at a time with a clever balancing heuristic. We
show this in two steps. First, we show O(d+ log n) dynamic
time for a special case where all intervals are points. We extend
this solution to the general case of sortable rulesets.

The special case where all intervals are points is exactly
a multi-key dictionary problem. A multi-key dictionary is a
dynamic set of objects that have comparisons based on a
lexical order of keys. One example of a multi-key dictionary
is a database table of n rows and d columns. There exists a
multi-key binary search tree supporting O(d+log n) dynamic
time for the multi-key dictionary problem [20], [21].

In the general case of sortable rulesets, we show that the
O(d+ log n) result is attainable. First, all keys are compared
in lexical order because, by definition of sortable rulesets, field
order �f is essentially a permutation of the natural order [1..d].
Furthermore, it is immediate by the definition of sortable rule-
sets that if two rules are identical in [f(1), f(2), . . . , f(i−1)]
then at f(i), they either overlap fully or have no intersection.
This property allows us to construct an MITree that behaves
as if the interval is only a point. Hence, we can use the same
balancing heuristic to achieve O(d+log n) dynamic time. The
search procedure is identical to point keys except that we need
additional checking for intervals for each interval tree node.

These results yield the following Theorem.

Theorem 1. Given a sortable ruleset, Multi-dimensional In-
terval Tree (MITree) supports searches, insertion, and deletion
in O(d+ log n) time using only linear space.

We perform one additional path compression optimization.
We remove duplicate intervals for each field in the Multi-
dimensional Interval Tree so that each unique interval is shared
by multiple rules. Each node v thus represents a particular
interval in a given field. Each v thus has a third child
containing the rules that match on v. Figure 4 shows an MITree
for the ruleset in Figure 3. Let c(v) be the number of rules
that match node v. We observe that c decreases from earlier



fields to later fields. Thus if c(v) = 1, then there is only one
rule r that can match. In this case, we store the remaining
fields of r with v as shown in Figure 4. For the rest of this
paper, we use MITree to refer to a compressed MITree.

Fig. 4. We depict the uncompressed (left) and compressed (right) MITree
that correspond to the sortable ruleset from Figure 3. Regular left and right
child pointers are black and do not cross field boundaries. Next field pointers
are red and cross field boundaries. In the compressed MITree, nodes with
weight 1 are labeled by the one matching rule.

V. OFFLINE SORTABLE RULESET PARTITIONING

Rulesets are not necessarily sortable, so we must partition
rulesets into a set of sortable rulesets. Because the classifi-
cation time depends on the number of sortable rulesets after
partitioning, our goal is to develop efficient sortable ruleset
partitioning algorithms that minimize the number of sortable
rulesets.

We first describe efficient and effective offline algorithms
based on a reduction to a graph coloring problem called Field
Order Graph Coloring. By offline, we mean that all the rules
to be partitioned are known a priori. We start by observing
that the offline ruleset partitioning problem is essentially a
coloring of an intersection graph (to be defined shortly) by
the d! possible field orders for sortable rulesets.

Formally, the basic approach is to partition ruleset R into χ
ordered rulesets (Ri, �f(i)) for 1 ≤ i ≤ χ where

⋃
1≤i≤χ Ri =

R, Ri ∩ Rj = φ, and each subset Ri is sortable under field
order �f(i). There is no relation between field orders �f(i) and
�f(j); they may be the same or different. Let R consist of n,
possibly overlapping, d-dimensional rules v1 through vn. For
each of the d! field orders �f(i) for 1 ≤ i ≤ d!, we define the
corresponding interval graph Gi = (V,Ei) where V = R and
(vj , vk) ∈ Ei if vj ‖�f(i) vk for 1 ≤ j < k ≤ n. We then
define the interval multi-graph G = (V,

⋃
1≤i≤d Ei) where

each edge is labeled with the field order that it corresponds
to. Our sortable ruleset partitioning problem is that of finding
a minimum coloring of V where the nodes with the same
color form an independent set in Gi for some 1 ≤ i ≤ d!;
the minimum number of colors is denoted χ(G). We call this
problem the Field Order Graph Coloring (FOGC) Problem.

The complexity of FOGC is an open problem. The standard
graph coloring problem is NP-hard which suggests FOGC may
be NP-hard. However, FOGC imposes constraints that may
make it solvable in polynomial time; specifically, each graph
Gi is an interval graph. For example, maximum independent
set can be solved in O(dn log n) time for interval graphs,

Algorithm 1: GrInd(R, �f )
Input: Rulelist R
Output: A maximal sortable rulelist R′ and field order �f ′

1 L = [R]

2 �f ′ = []
3 for i = 1 to d do
4 for unselected field f do
5 foreach rulelist � in L do
6 let S be the set of projections from � onto f
7 let ws = 1+ num rules with projection s ∈ S
8 let S� = MaxWeightIndSet(S, �w)

9 let weight wf =
∑

|S�|

10 add f with max weight to �f ′

11 remove from each � ∈ L any r where f(r) /∈ S�

12 subpartition each � ∈ L based on projection f(r)

13 let R′ equal one rule from every list in L

14 return (R′, �f ′)

Fig. 5. Example execution of GrInd.

whereas maximum independent set for intersection graphs
for d-dimensional boxes for d > 1 is NP-hard [22] and k-
colorability on intersection graphs for d > 1 is NP-hard [23].

While we cannot resolve the exact complexity of FOGC,
we do contribute two experimentally effective algorithms for
solving FOGC. The basic idea for both algorithms is to find a
maximal independent set of nodes in some Gi. We then color
those nodes and repeat until all nodes are colored. We can use
the weighted maximum interval set from [24] to compute a
maximimum independent set for any Gi in O(dn log n) time.
Since there are d! possible field orders, finding the maximum
set out of all of the field orders is infeasible. Instead, we
propose a greedy approximation, GrInd, that finds a maximal
independent set and runs in time polynomial in both n and
d. GrInd achieves this by avoiding full recursion for each
subproblem and choosing �f and the maximal independent set
simultaneously.



Given d fields, GrInd processes each field as follows. It
defines a partial field order �f , which will be populated in the
following steps. It considers each field f for inclusion as the
first field in the order. For a given f , it partitions the rules
R so that every rule r in the same part has the same interval
f(r). Each interval s is then assigned a weight ws = |Rs|+1.
Using the method in [24], it finds the max-weighted set of non-
overlapping intervals. The other intervals and their associated
rules are discarded from consideration. Whichever field has
the largest weight is added to �f .

We repeat the process to select the remaining fields from
the unchosen fields with one difference; each of the interval-
groups included in the previous set is given its own weight.
These weights are summed together for the total field weight.
This process is repeated until all fields have been used or
every set has only one rule. Pseudocode for GrInd is shown
in Algorithm 1. The running time is O(d2n log n) as shown
in Theorem 2.

We give an example of GrInd in action in Figure 5. The
input set of boxes with two fields is shown in Figure 5 (a). For
both possibilities of first fields, we create the corresponding
intervals and the corresponding rules. In this example, the
maximum weight choice is to use field X as we can get four
rules that corresponds to weight of 6 (4 rules plus 2 partitions).
If we use field y instead, the maximum weight choice is only
3 rules of total weight 5. We then proceed with the remaining
rules r1, r2, r6, and r7 as illustrated in Figure 5 (b). We process
both partitions independently and see that we can choose all
4 rules to get a final result of 4 rules.

Theorem 2. GrInd computes a field order �f(i) for 1 ≤ i ≤ d!
and a maximal independent set Ri for Gi such that Ri is
sortable on �f(i). GrInd requires O(d2n log n) time.

Proof. The correctness follows from choosing a maximum
weighted independent set in each round. For round 1 ≤ i ≤ d,
for each of the d−i+1 choices for fields in round i, the running
time of computing the maximum weighted independent set is
O(n log n). In later rounds, we likely have fewer than n boxes
or rules left, but in the worst case for running time, all n boxes
are considered in each round. This leads to the O(d2n log n)
running time.

VI. PARTITIONSORT: PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER

In this section, we complete the picture of our proposed
packet classifier PartitionSort. The key idea is to partition
a given ruleset into a set of sortable rulesets where each
sortable ruleset is represented by an MITree (cf. Section IV).
We first show how PartitionSort supports full online updates
(rule insertions or deletions) while minimizing the number
of partitions. We then describe how PartitionSort classifies a
packet given multiple MITrees.

A. Rule Update (Online Sortable Ruleset Partitioning)

We face two specific challenges. First, PartitionSort must
wisely choose which partition to place each rule into as each
choice impacts future insertions. Second, given that we insert

the rule into the correct tree, we must select a good field order
�f for the tree that will adapt well to future changes.

Let T of size t be the set of trees and pr(T ) be the
maximum priority of a tree T ∈ T . We keep T sorted so
that for 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ t, pr(Ti) > pr(Tj). Additionally, let
M : R → T be a lookup table identifying which table each
rule is in.

Each tree maintains a heap of the priorities of every rule it
contains. Thus, pr(T ) can be found in constant time. When-
ever any pr(T ) changes, we resort T . Since T is otherwise
sorted, this can be done by insertion sort in linear time.

Rule deletion is straightforward. Using M , we identify
which table T r is in. We then delete r from T and remove
pr(r) from T and resort T if necessary.

We now describe rule insertion. We test each Ti ∈ T in
order from highest priority to lowest. We insert r into the first
Ti that is capable of receiving it. If no tree can hold r, we
create a new tree Tt+1 that contains only rule r and add Tt+1

to T .
We improve this insertion process by allowing small trees

to change their field order. If T contains fewer than some
threshold τ = 10 rules, we run GrInd (cf. Section V) on T
to determine a new field order because GrInd automatically
selects the best field order based on the characteristics of the
ruleset. Since the number of rules is small, this can be done
very quickly. If the number of rules in T is at least τ , we do
not change T ’s field order and simply run the rule insertion
routine described in Section IV.

B. Packet Classification

We now describe packet classification in the presence of
multiple MITrees. We assume MITrees T1 through Tt are
sorted so that pr(Ti) > pr(Tj) if i > j. We keep track of hp,
the priority of the highest priority matching rule seen so far.
Initially hp = 0 to denote no matching rule has been found.
We sequentially search Ti for 1 ≤ i ≤ t for packet p. Before
searching Ti, we first compare pr(Ti) to hp. If pr(Ti) < hp,
we stop the search process and return the current rule as no
unsearched rule has higher priority than HP . Otherwise, we
search Ti for p and update hp if a higher priority matching
rule is found. If we reach the end of the list, we either return
the highest priority rule or we report that no rule was found.
This priority technique was used in Open vSwitch [8] to speed
up their implementation of TSS.

Although priority optimization has been used in Open
vSwitch and other papers, we argue that the priority optimiza-
tion helps PartitionSort more than other methods. The reason
for this is that our partitioning schemes produce partitions
where almost all the rules are in the first few partitions. In our
experiments, we measured the percentage of rules contained
in the first five partitions for both PartitionSort and TSS. This
data is highlighted in Table I below. To summarize, we find
that 99% or more of the rules in all classifiers reside in the first
five partitions when ordered by maximum priority. In contrast,
TSS exhibits a more random behavior where some classifiers



have few rules in the first five partitions and other classifiers
have many rules in the first five partitions.

TABLE I
GRIND (G), ONLINE (O) AND TSS (T) AVERAGE NUMBER OF PARTITIONS

(TUPLES) AND PERCENTAGE OF RULES IN FIVE PARTITIONS WITH HIGHEST

PRIORITY RULES

32k Average #Partitions % rules in first five
partitions/tuples

|G| |O| |T | %G %O %T
acl 16.4 18.0 241.4 99.68 99.52 44.71
fw 22.3 25.0 99.2 99.20 99.12 10.18
ipc 9.5 10.1 170.9 99.92 99.88 25.99

VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Experimental Methods

We compare PartitionSort to two classification methods:
Tuple Space Search (TSS) and SmartSplit. TSS is the de facto
standard packet classifier in OpenFlow classification because
it has the fastest updates. It is a core packet classifier in Open
vSwitch. SmartSplit is the fastest decision tree method as it
analyzes the ruleset to then choose between HyperSplit and
HyperCuts. Like Efficuts, it may construct multiple decision
trees. We also compare PartitionSort to SAX-PAC to assess
the effectiveness of our partitioning strategies.

1) Rulesets: We use the ClassBench utility [25] to generate
rulesets. The rulesets are designed to mimic real rulesets. It
includes 12 parameter files that are divided into three different
categories: 5 access control lists (ACL), 5 firewalls (FW) and 2
IP chains (IPC). ClassBench also includes a supporting utility
for generating packet traces. We generate lists of 1K, 2K, 4K,
8K, 16K, 32K, and 64K rules. For each size, we generate 5
classifiers for each parameter file, yielding 60 classifiers per
size and 420 classifiers total.

We also consider the effect of the number of fields on the
packet classifier. We modified ClassBench to output rules with
multiple sets of 5 fields. Although this does not necessarily
model real rulesets with more fields, it does allow us to project
how our algorithms would perform given rules with more
fields. For these experiments, we generate rulesets with 5, 10,
15, and 20 fields and 64K rules. As before, we generate 5
classifiers for each parameter file yielding a total of 20 rulesets
per parameter file or 240 rulesets in total.

2) Tuple Space Search: Our TSS implementation is the one
from GitHub described in Pfaff et al. [8]. Specifically, we
use their hash table implementation in the TSS scheme. We
use their Priority TSS implementation that searches tuples in
decreasing order of maximum priority.

3) SmartSplit: We use an implementation that is written by
the authors of the paper which is hosted on GitHub1.

4) SAX-PAC: We implemented SAX-PAC based on their
paper [10] as there is no implementation available. We used the
Coin-LP library [26] to select the order-independent sets; this
is the current best algorithm for maximizing the size of each

1https://github.com/xnhp0320/SmartSplit

selected order-independent set for general d. We can use the
fractional solution to lower-bound the number of sets required
by SAX-PAC.

5) PartitionSort: For all comparisons, we run PartitionSort
with a fully online partitioning scheme unless explicitly stated
otherwise; that is, the classifiers are generated by starting
with an empty classifier and then repeatedly inserting rules.
We perform internal comparisons between online and offline
partitioning strategies.

6) Evaluation Metrics: We use four standard metrics: clas-
sification time, update time, space, and construction time.
Construction time is simply the time required to construct the
classifier, and space is simply the memory required by the
classifier.

We measure classification time as the time required to
classify 1,000,000 packets generated by ClassBench when it
constructs the corresponding classifier.

We measure update time as the time required to perform
one rule insertion or deletion. We perform 1,000,000 updates
for each classifier as follows. We begin with each classifier
having half the rules. We then perform a sequence of 500,000
insertions intermixed with 500,000 deletions choosing the rule
to insert or delete uniformly at random from the currently
eligible rules.

To minimize side-effects from hardware and the operating
system, we run 10 trials for each of classification/update time
and report the average.

Finally, we report all data by averaging over our rulesets.
When we compare with TSS, for each unique ruleset size and
each number of fields and every metric, we average together all
matching rulesets of the same type: ACL, FW, and IPC. When
we compare with SmartSplit, for each unique ruleset size and
each number of fields and every metric, we average together
all matching rulesets. We then report the average value of the
metric, and, in some cases, a box plot of the metric.

7) Machine Environment and Correctness Test: All exper-
iments are run on a machine with Intel i7-4790k CPU@
4.00GHz, 4 cores, 32 KB L1, 256KB L2, 8MB L3 cache
respectively, and 32GB of DRAM. Most of the experiments
were run on Windows 7. The exception is the SmartSplit test;
both SmartSplit and PartitionSort were run on Ubuntu 14.04.

To ensure correctness, we generate a stream of 1 million
packets per ruleset and test that all of the classifiers agree
on how to classify them. All of the classifiers agreed for
every input, so it is extremely probable that all of them work
correctly.

B. PartitionSort versus TSS

We first compare PartitionSort with TSS. We compare these
algorithms using the metrics of classification time, update
time, construction time, and memory usage. We note that both
algorithms have extremely fast construction times taking less
than a second to construct all rulesets.

1) Classification Time: Our experimental results show that,
on average, PartitionSort classifies packets 7.2 times faster
than TSS for all types and sizes of rulesets. That is, for



Fig. 6. Classification Time

Fig. 7. Partitions/Tuples Queried. A CDF distribution of number of partitions
required to classify packets with priority optimization (cf. Section VI-B).

each of the 420 rulesets, we computed the ratio of TSS
classification time divided by PartitionSort classification time
and then averaged these 420 ratios. When restricted to the
60 size 64k rulesets, PartitionSort classifies packets 6.7 times
faster than TSS with a maximum ratio of 20.1 and a minimum
ratio of 2.6. Figure 6 shows the average classification times
for both PartitionSort and TSS across all ruleset types and
sizes. If we invert these classification times to get throughputs,
PartitionSort achieves an average throughput of 4.5 Mpss
(million packets per second) whereas TSS achieves an average
throughput of 0.79 Mpps. We note 4.5 divided by 0.79 is less
than 7.2; this is because taking an average of ratios is different
than a ratio of averages.

Besides being much faster than TSS, PartitionSort is also
much more consistent than TSS. Specifically, the quartiles and

Fig. 8. Classification Time on 64K Rules

Fig. 9. Update Time

extremes are much tighter for PartitionSort than for TSS where
the higher extremes do not even fit on the scale in Figure 6.

The reason for these factors is that PartitionSort requires
querying significantly fewer tables than TSS. As seen in Figure
7, PartitionSort needs to query fewer than 20 tables 95% of the
time, while TSS needs to only 23% of the time. Since search
times should be roughly proportional to the number of tables
queried, search times should be similar to the area under their
respective curves. Since TSS’s area is significantly larger, so
too should their search times.

Both methods are relatively invariant in the number of fields,
as seen in Figure 8. Because there are more field permutations
available, PartitionSort is able to pick the best one for slightly
bigger partitions. This results in a slight decrease in lookup
times.

2) Update Time: Our experimental results show that Par-
titionSort achieves very fast update times with an average
update time of 0.65 μs and a maximum update time of 2.1 μs.
This should be fast enough for most applications. For example,
PartitionSort can handle several hundred thousand updates per
second. Figure 9 shows the average update times across all
ruleset types and sizes for both PartitionSort and TSS.

As expected, TSS is faster at updating than PartitionSort,
but the difference is not large. Similar to classification time,
we compute the ratio of PartitionSort’s update time divided
by TSS’s update time for each ruleset and then compute the
average of these ratios. On average, PartitionSort’s update time
is only 1.7 times larger than TSS’s update time. Restricted to
the 64k rulesets, this average ratio is also 1.7. The data from
Figure 9 does show that PartitionSort has an O(log n) update
time.

3) Construction Time: Our experimental results show that
PartitionSort has very fast construction times, with an average
construction time of 83 ms for the largest classifiers. This
is small enough that even significant changes to the ruleset
cause only minor disruption to the packet flow. As expected,
TSS builds faster than PartitionSort, but the difference is not
large. On average, PartitionSort’s construction time is only 1.9
times larger than TSS’s construction time. Restricted to the
64k rulesets, this average ratio decreases to only 1.4.

4) Memory Usage: Our experimental results show that our
PartitionSort requires less space than TSS. Both are space-



Fig. 10. Classification Time

Fig. 11. Construction Time in logarithmic scale.

efficient, requiring O(n) memory, with PartitionSort requiring
slightly less space than TSS.

C. Comparison with SmartSplit

We now compare PartitionSort with SmartSplit. We com-
pare these algorithms using the metrics of classification time,
construction time, and memory usage. We do not compare
update time because there is no simple way to update a
SmartSplit tree; because of rule replication, each rule must
be inserted or deleted from many locations. This makes
SmartSplit infeasible for classifiers that must be updated.

1) Classification Time: Our experimental results show that,
on average, PartitionSort takes 2.7 times longer than Smart-
Split to classify packets. This can be seen in Figure 10.
There are two factors leading to this result. First, SmartSplit
uses fewer trees than PartitionSort (the same advantage that
PartitionSort has over TSS). Second, the wider branching
provided by the HyperCuts trees used by SmartSplit reduces
the overall tree height. While both classifiers have logrithmic
search times, these two factors make SmartSplit’s constant
factor smaller. However, SmartSplit has several limiting factors
that may make it inappropriate to use.

2) Construction Time: PartitionSort can be built faster than
SmartSplit by several orders of magnitude. This becomes in-
creasingly more pronounced as the number of rules increases,
where PartitionSort takes less than a second but SmartSplit
requires almost 10 minutes. This can be seen in Figure 11.
Additionally, SmartSplit does not support updating. Together,
this means that SmartSplit is not appropriate for cases where
the ruleset is updated with any sort of frequency.

Fig. 12. Memory Usage

Fig. 13. Number of Partitions

3) Memory Usage: Our experimental results show that
PartitionSort requires less space than SmartSplit. the average
space requirements for each ruleset size is shown in Figure
12. SmartSplit’s memory usage is very erratic, depending on
whether it decided to make one tree or several, and whether
those trees are HyperCuts or HyperSplit trees. SmartSplit
tends to select single HyperCuts trees when the rulesets are
smaller and multiple HyperSplit trees when larger. This causes
the apparent drop in memory usage as the number of rules
increases. We expect that memory usage will continue to rise
dramatically as rule replication again becomes a problem, but
no further remedies remain for preventing it.

D. Comparison with SAX-PAC

The number of partitions required by PartitionSort is com-
petative with SAX-PAC. When using the same number of
fields, PartitionSort requires 1.7 times more tables than SAX-
PAC. However, there is no known classifier that can operate
on order-independent rulesets in O(log n) time; the classifier
used by SAX-PAC requires O(logd−1 n) time. For this reason,
they recommend using only 2 fields for determining order-
independentness. This significantly increases the number of
partitions required. In this case, SAX-PAC requires 1.4 times
more tables than PartitionSort. These results can be seen in
Figure 13.

SAX-PAC is too expensive to construct. Most of the sub-
algorithms used by SAX-PAC require O(dn2) time [10].
Additionally, their set-cover approximation requires O(n2)
space. Thus, even 4000 rules can take hours to build, making
it infeasible to use. For this reason, Figure 13 only goes up to
4000 rules.



Fig. 14. Number of Partitions

Fig. 15. Classification Time

E. Comparison of Partition Algorithms

We now compare our offline (GrInd) and online partitioning
algorithms. Figure 14 shows the number of partitions required
by each version.

Online partitioning performs almost as well as offline par-
titioning. Online partitioning requires only 17% more trees
than offline partitioning. This translates into 31% larger clas-
sification times as seen in Figure 15. We conclude that a
single offline construction at the beginning with online updates
should be more than sufficient for most purposes.

VIII. CONCLUSION

We provide the following key contributions. First, we
introduce ruleset sortability that allows us to combine the
benefits of fast classification time from decision tree methods
with fast update from TSS. Second, we develop an efficient
data structure MITree for sortable rulesets that supports fast
classification and update time achieving O(d+log n) running
time. Third, we give an online ruleset partitioning algorithm
that effectively produces few partitions. We observe that 99 %
of the rules are in the first five partitions. Taken together, we
provide PartitionSort which satisfies the OpenFlow require-
ments of high-speed and fast-update classification.
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